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the first British subjects to enjoy Argentine hospitality.
(Two presentation clocks, indeed, attested their enjoyment.)
A more elaborate attempt to capture Buenos Aires failed a
few months later under General Whitelocke ; his regimental
colours decorate a Buenos Aires church; and the vast,
inconsequent design of British colonies in South America
subsided in the inglorious dust of courts martial and official
reprimands. The gay admiral was duly reprimanded and
the unhappy Whitelocke sternly cashiered. Not that a
victory on their part would have been the slightest use to
England, if they had won it. For the wheel of Spanish
history went round once more; Napoleon invaded Spain
in the next year; the Spaniards rose against the French and
joined the Allies; Wellington played out his long, decisive
game in the Peninsula ; and when the firing died away, it
was quite inconceivable that Great Britain could have re-
tained any colonies appropriated from her Spanish ally,
So even if Whitelocke and Beresford had won their battles
in the streets of Buenos Aires, the city must eventually have
been given up by England,
Yet the episode was not without results.   For in the effort
to expel the invaders the colonists learned to rely upon
themselves; and when a mood of independence swept them
a few years later, that lesson was applied with gusto to the
Spanish garrisons,   The scattered fighting of the Recon-
quista was a school where Argentina trained for the decisive
victories of General San Martin; and I am half inclined to
think that the dejected General Whitelocke has earned a
statue in the Plaza Mayo.   Besides, the country's attitude
to England was sweetened by the campaigns of 1806 and
1807, since a sporting victory is a rare aid to self-respect.
Few Englishmen resent it;  and the best way to foreign
hearts is a defeat,   Has England ever lost a war in Ireland ?
Who won the campaign in South Africa ?   Yet those British
victories have left an aftermath of odium which compares
unfavourably with Argentina's friendly mood.   For Ar-
gentines reflect with a comfortable glow that the victory was

